
Dr Yusuf Dadoo Primary School 

Reinforcement-Home Language                week ending 22 May 

Monday 

ou ow 

loud cow 

  

  

  

Make sentences with each word in 

your homework book. 

Fill in the correct ow/ou words. 

1) The ________ is funny. 

2) Mum screamed out _________ 

when she saw the ____________. 

3) I planted a pretty ____________. 

Wednesday 

Contractions  

I am  I’m  

We will _____ 

Did not_______ 

It is ________ 

Fill in the apostrophe: 

1) Mums dress is longer than 

grannys skirt. 

2) The boys friends will meet at 

Thabos house. 

3) The cats tail is long and the dogs 

tail is short.  

 

 

 

 

Tuesday  

Join these sentences with the 

following conjunctions. 

 

1) Sam did not go to school. Sam is 

sick. 

______________________________

______________________________ 

2) Thandi loves to cook. Thandi 

loves to bake. 

______________________________

______________________________ 

3) It is raining. The sun is shining. 

______________________________

______________________________ 

 

 

Thursday 

Learn these words for your spelling 

test: 

clown                                salt  

flower                               pepper 

house                              open 

ground                             burnt  

spout                               boiling      

skilpad                            stadig 

loop                                 vinnig 

and, but, because 



Dr Yusuf Dadoo Primary School 

Reinforcement-Mathematics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

Tuesday  

How CLEVER are YOU??? 

1) 5 groups of 7=________ 
2) Eighty plus eighteen is equal 

to _______. 
3) 42=____x7 
4) 2x10c and 4x20c=_______ 
5) ½ of 20 and ¼ of 

8=_________ 
6) One hundred – 2 groups of 

6=________ 
7) Seventy minus seventeen is 

equal to_______ 

 

 

Wednesday  

Division(show your sum) 

Share 36 between 9 

________________________________ 

43 cakes shared between 5 children  

________________________________ 

Each child gets _______ cakes. 

_______ cakes are left over. 

13÷2=____                        36÷3=____ 

45÷3=____                        52÷4=____ 

38÷2=____                        19÷5=____ 

Monday  

 

3 ice-cream cones will cost 

_______________. 

2 balls will cost _____________. 

There are _______ 20c in R3,00. 

There are _______ 50c in R3,50. 

There are _______ R2,00 in R6,00. 

1280c=R________ 

3500c=R________ 

R115,25=__________c 

R0,50=__________c 

 

Thursday 

Multiplication  

16x2=____                           24x2=______ 

12x4=____                           16x5=______ 

7 groups of 6=________ 

8 groups of 4=________ 

______= 3x9 

35=______x5 

8 times 10=________ 

50x3=________ 

20x5=________ 

 

 

R3,50 R4,75 


